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We report on the energy spectrum of electrons in twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) obtained by
the band-unfolding method in the tight-binding model. We find the band-gap opening at particular
points in the reciprocal space, that elucidates the drastic reduction of the Fermi-level velocity with
the tiny twisted angles in tBLGs. We find that Moire` pattern caused by the twist of the two
graphene layers generates interactions among Dirac cones, otherwise absent, and the resultant cone-
cone interactions peculiar to each point in the reciprocal space causes the energy gap and thus
reduced the Fermi-level velocity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a carbon sheet in which sp2 hybridized
electrons (σ electrons) form a honeycomb structure and
the remaining pi electrons follow the massless Dirac equa-
tion (Weyl equation). The energy bands show the lin-
ear dispersion (Dirac cone) near the Fermi level (EF)
around particular symmetry points, K and K ′, in Bril-
louin zone (BZ)1. This causes unusual properties such
as the anomalous quantum Hall effect2,3 and the unex-
pected magnetic ordering4,5. Further its in-plane high
mobility and the structural robustness place graphene as
an emerging material in the post-scaling semiconductor
technology6.
Two sheets of graphene are stacked via van der Waals
interaction to form bilayer graphene (BLG). BLG is in
fact produced by the exfoliation of graphite7,8 or by
the heat treatment of SiC9–11. Dirac cones are modi-
fied in BLG depending on the way of the stacking: In
the AA (on top) stacking the interlayer interaction in-
duces the bonding (antibonding) pi orbitals, generating
the lower (upper) Dirac cones, whereas the non-bonding
pi orbitals peculiar to the AB (Bernal) stacking result in
the parabolic bands at EF
12.
The stacking is not limited to the AA and the AB
owing to the relatively weak interlayer interaction. The
two graphene layers are generally twisted to each other
in their basal planes. The layers with a tiny twisted
angle θ generate a Moire` pattern with its period L =√
3d/(2 sin θ2 ) where d is the C-C bond length
7–11,13–17.
When the twisted angle (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦) is sufficiently
far from either 0◦ (AA stacking) or 60◦ (AB stacking),
the two layers are practically decoupled8–10,18–20. How-
ever, when the two layers are slightly twisted from ei-
ther the AA or the AB stackings by less than 5◦17,
the drastic reduction of the Fermi velocity vF is experi-
mentally observed7,11 and theoretically predicted17,21–27.
Some magic twisted angles around and below 1◦ at
which the Fermi velocity vanishes are also predicted
theoretically17,25,26.
The origin of this mysterious modification of the Fermi
velocity in the twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) has been
discussed: The continuum theory shows that the inter-
actions between the Dirac cones located around differ-
ent K points causes this reduction25; the tight bind-
ing calculation23 and the density-functional calculation17
show that the orbital at EF is localized in the AA stack-
ing region, thus vF being reduced. However, the relation
between those two arguments is unclear yet. Further-
more, the reduction is obviously caused by the Moire`
pattern but the underlying physics of Moire` causing the
reduction is still a mystery. It is thus highly demanded
to connect the effective continuum theory with the atom-
istic electronic-structure theory and then clarify the mi-
croscopic origin of the vF reduction and moreover the
Moire`-induced modification of the electronic structure in
tBLG.
Atomistic calculations for tBLG with the small twist
angle have been formidable. The periodicity of the Moire`
pattern is generally incommensurate with the periodicity
of each graphene layer. When we constrain ourselves to
the particular twist angles which generate the commensu-
rate tBLG, we may play with the supercell model. Even
in the case, the system considered is gigantic composed
of tens of thousands of atoms, as is evident from the re-
lation between the Moire` periodicity L and the twist an-
gle θ above. However, recent approach of computics28,29
allows us to perform such large-scale density-functional
calculations17. Yet the analyses to clarify the microscopic
origin of the Moire` induced physics is still challenging
since the unit cell of the commensurate tBLG contains a
huge number of atoms and the corresponding BZ is tiny,
that hinder such analyses.
A promising theoretical scheme for such analyses is
the band-unfolding scheme30–34 which have been origi-
nally used to analyze electronic structures of alloys and
of defects in solids. In the scheme, the supercell model
is introduced to describe the system and the calculated
“energy bands” in the supercell BZ are unfolded to the
original BZ of the reference system: e.g., for the defect
in a solid, the supercell containing the defect and host
atoms is introduced and the calculated energy bands of
the supercell are unfolded to BZ of the host solid. In the
unfolding procedure, we calculate the spectral function
expressed by the eigen-function of the reference system.
Hence the obtained unfolding bands in the original BZ
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2with their particular spectral weights represent the con-
tribution from the eigenstates of the reference system to
the energy spectrum of the target supercell system.
In this paper, we apply the band-unfolding scheme
within the tight-binding model to commensurate tBLG
with various twisted angles θ. For each tBLG, the su-
percell energy bands are unfolded to the original BZ of
one of the two constituting graphene monolayers. The
obtained unfolded bands unequivocally reveal that the
original Dirac cones at two graphene layers interact with
each other at some particular points in BZ, open a energy
gap there near EF, and eventually cause the reduction of
vF.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We explain
pertinent features of our band-unfolding scheme in the
TB model in section II. The obtained unfolded bands are
presented and the mechanism of the modification of the
electronic structures by the Moire` pattern is analyzed in
section III. Section IV summarizes our findings.
II. BAND UNFOLDING METHOD
We perform band-structure calculations for tBLGs
with the twisted angles of 1.47◦, 1.89◦, 2.88◦, 3.48◦,
3.89◦, 4.41◦,5.09◦, 6.01◦, 9.34◦, 13.17◦ and 32.20◦ which
correspond to the supercells consisting of 6076, 3676,
1588, 1048, 868, 676, 508, 364, 148, 76 and 52 atoms,
respectively. Then we unfold the obtained bands to the
primitive BZ of a monolayer graphene. In the band-
structure calculations, we adopt a tight-binding (TB)
model23,26 for carbon pi orbitals since the electronic struc-
ture near the Fermi level is satisfactorily described by the
linear combination of the pi orbitals.
The band-unfolding scheme relies on the one-particle
Green’s function of the supercell (SC) system which is
given by
Gˆ(z) =
∑
kSCI
∣∣ΨSCI (kSC)〉 〈ΨSCI (kSC)∣∣
z − kSCI
, (1)
where |ΨSCI (kSC)〉 is the eigenstate of the supercell sys-
tem labeled by the band index I and the wave vector
kSC in the supercell BZ, and kSCI is its eigenvalue. The
supercell contains primitive cells (PCs) of the reference
system, i.e., each of the two monolayers of graphene in
the present case. Then the wave vector k in the BZ of the
reference system (PBZ hereafter) is folded to the super-
cell BZ (SBZ hereafter) with the reciprocal lattice vector
G of the SC as
kSC = k −G . (2)
It is noteworthy that a wave vector kSC in the SBZ is un-
folded to inequivalent several wavevectors k in the PBZ.
We next introduce the spectral function as
A(k, ) =
∑
i
〈ψPCi (k)| −
1
pi
ImGˆ(+ i0+)|ψPCi (k)〉 , (3)
with 0+ being a positive infinitesimal. Here ψPCi (k) is
the eigenfunction of the reference system (the PC sys-
tem) labelled by the wavevector k and the band index
i. Hence this spectral function is a measure of the con-
tributions from the PC eigenstates with the wave vector
k to the SC eigenstates. When a PC eigenstate ψPCi (k)
with the eigenvalue of ki is still a good quantum state
in the SC system, the spectral function A(k, ) becomes
large around  = ki, whereas, when it is an irrelevant
quantum state, A(k, ) becomes small or even vanishing
at the energy point. In this sense, this spectral function
is an energy spectrum of the SC system unfolded to the
PCB: i.e., the unfolded band. The spectral function is
written as
A(k, ) =
∑
kSCI
PkSCI(k)δ(− kSCI) , (4)
in terms of the spectral weight,
PkSCI(k) =
∑
i
| 〈ψPCi (k) ∣∣ΨSCI (kSC)〉 |2 . (5)
In the scheme of the linear combination of atomic or-
bitals (LCAO), the eigenfunction ψPCi (k) of the PC is
expressed in terms of the α-th atomic orbital ϕαµ(r) lo-
cated at the site µ in the PC: i.e.,
ψPCi (k) =
∑
αµ
uαµik φαµ(k) , (6)
where
φαµ(k) =
1√
nc
∑
l
eik·lϕαµ(r − l) . (7)
Here l and nc are the lattice vector and the number of
the primitive cells. The coefficient uαµik is determined by
solving the secular equation. Similarly for the eigenfunc-
tion ΨSCI (kSC) of the SC system is given by
ΨSCI (kSC) =
∑
αµ
∑
t
UαµtIkSCΦαµt(kSC) , (8)
where
Φαµt(kSC) =
1√
Nc
∑
L
eikSC·Lϕαµ(r −L− t) . (9)
Here L and Nc are the SC lattice vector and the number
of the supercells. The t is the PC lattice vector in a single
SC, and UαµtIkSC is to be determined by solving the corre-
sponding secular equation. Then the spectral weight [Eq.
(5)] is expressed in terms of UαµtIkSC and u
αµ
ik along with
overlap integrals. The summation over the band index
i is carried out and becomes the matrix of the overlap
integrals. When we assume such overlap matrix as an
identity matrix (i.e., the tight binding approximation),
we obtain
PkSCI(k) =
Nc
nc
∑
αµ
∑
tt′
eik·(t−t
′)UαµtIkSC
∗
Uαµt
′
IkSC
. (10)
3FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomic structure and BZs of tBLG. (a)
Atomic structure of tBLG with θ = 2.88◦ with blue arrows
being the lattice vectors of the SC. (b) BZ of tBLG with
θ = 9.43◦. Black dots represent either KSC or K′SC point of
SBZ, and the red and blue lines depict the PBZs of the two
graphene monolayers twisted to each other. The BZs in the
extended scheme for θ = 9.43◦ (c) and for θ = 5.09◦ (d) are
shown.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we have studied the electronic structures
of tBLGs with changing the twisted angle θ in a range
from 1.47◦ to 32.2◦ by using the tight-binding-unfolding
method. Those tBLGs are commensurate with each of
the graphene monolayers. The periodicity of a tBLG is
defined by the two lattice vectors A1 = Na1 + Ma2
and A2 = Ma1 + (N + M)a2 where a1 and a2 are the
primitive lattice vectors of a monolayer graphene and N
and M are integers17. The twisted angle is written as
cos θ =
N2 + 4NM +M2
2(N2 +NM +M2)
. (11)
When M = N + 1, the K and K ′ points of the PBZs of
both the two graphene layers twisted to each other are
folded on either K or K ′ of the SBZ. We label symmetry
points of the SBZ as, for instance, KSC and K
′
SC here-
after. We present the results for the case of M = N + 1
in this paper except for the twisted angle θ = 32.20◦
corresponding to (M,N) = (3, 1).
In Fig. 1(a), we show the atomic structure of tBLG
with θ = 2.88◦. Moire` pattern which is a manifesta-
tion of the interference of two slightly different periodic-
ities caused by the twisting is clearly observed. Figure
1 (b) shows BZ of tBLG with θ = 9.43◦ corresponding
to N = 3 in which black dots represent either KSC or
K ′SC point the apexes of SBZ and the red and blue lines
depict the PBZs of the two graphene monolayers twisted
to each other (we call them red and blue PBZ hereafter).
The PBZ of each monolayer is twisted to each other by
FIG. 2. (Color online) Calculated energy-band structures of
tBLG with θ = 9.34◦ (a) and θ = 2.88◦ (b) by the TB cal-
culation. Enlarged band structures near EF are shown in (c)
and (d).
FIG. 3. (Color online) Fermi velocity of tBLG normalized to
that of monolayer as a function of the twisted angle θ.
the same angle as in real space. It is noteworthy that
the Moire` pattern emerges also in the BZ and the pat-
tern becomes prominent when the twisted angle becomes
small [Figs. 1 (c) and (d)]. The preceding work25 re-
ported that Fermi velocity reduction was reproduced by
introducing interaction just between two adjacent Dirac
cones from different layers. We here point out that the
distance between two particular Dirac cones is inappro-
priate to describe the amount of the interaction since the
distance differ from place to place in the extended scheme
as in Figs. 1 (c) and (d).
A. Unfolded bands of twisted bilayer graphene
We start with the energy bands of tBLG represented
in SBZ. Figure 2 shows calculated energy bands of tBLG
with the twisted angles of θ = 9.34◦ and θ = 2.88◦, along
with their enlargements near EF. Looking at the vicinity
of the Fermi level, the linear dispersion around EF is
observed also in tBLGs with these twisted angles. The
Fermi velocity vF is calculated from the gradient of the
linear dispersion. The calculated vF as a function of θ
4FIG. 4. (Color online) Contour plots of the unfolded bands,
i.e.. the spectral function of tBLG with θ = 32.20◦ (a), θ =
9.43◦ (b), θ = 5.09◦ (c) and θ = 3.89◦ (d). The energy bands
in the SBZ is unfolded to the PBZ of a monolayer graphene
shown in red line in Fig. 1(b). The energy bands of the
AA-stacking bilayer are shown by white dotted lines.
is shown in Fig. 3: vF remains 94% at θ = 9.34
◦ but
decreases down to 6% at θ = 1.47◦ of vF of the monolayer
graphene. The calculated values obtained here show fair
agreement with the results in the past7,11,17,21–26.
Figure 4 shows the energy bands of several tBLGs un-
folded to the red PBZ. We have found that the unfolded
energy bands for these tBLGs are similar to each other
especially in the region of the PBZ far from K point. In
this region of the PBZ, the spectral function is high only
in the energy region of more than 2 eV above and below
EF (high-energy region). We also show the energy bands
of the AA-stacking BLG as a reference in Fig. 4. We have
found that the unfolded energy bands are almost identical
to the energy band of the AA-stacking BLG in the high-
energy region, irrespective of the twisted angle. It is of
note that the energy bands of the AB-stacking BLG are
also almost identical to those of the AA-stacking BLG in
this energy region. The unfolded energy bands of tBLG
obtained here reflect a fact that the energy spectrum of
tBLG with the high energy region is determined primar-
ily by the bonding and the antibonding characters of the
in-plane pi orbitals. The way of stacking of two graphene
layers is unimportant in the high-energy region.
In contrast to the high-energy region above, the en-
ergy spectra near the Fermi level, i.e., within about 1
eV from EF, are drastically affected by the twisted an-
gle in tBLG. Figure 5 shows the obtained energy bands
of tBLG unfolded in the vicinity of the K point of the
red PBZ. We have also shown the unfolded energy bands
of tBLG having no interlayer interaction for compari-
son, along with the energy bands of the AA-stacking
BLG. The energy bands with the linear dispersion are
FIG. 5. (Color online) Contour plots of the unfolded bands
of tBLGs near the Fermi energy with θ = 9.43◦ (a), θ = 5.09◦
(b), θ = 3.89◦ (c), and θ = 2.88◦ (d). The energy bands in the
SBZ is unfolded to the PBZ of a monolayer graphene shown in
red line in Fig. 1 (b). The energy bands of the tBLG having
no interlayer interaction and of the AA-stacking bilayer are
also shown by white dash-dotted lines and by white dotted
lines, respectively.
found around the K point near EF. This is obviously
the Dirac cone represented in the red PBZ: Namely the
Dirac cone from one of the two graphene monolayers. We
have found another Dirac cone with the hyperbolic dis-
persion near the K point in the unfolded energy bands.
This Dirac cone comes from a Dirac cone of the other
graphene monolayer, i.e., the Dirac cone located at the
K point of the blue PBZ. The Γ-K-M line in the red
PBZ is dislocated from the Γ-K-M line in the blue PBZ,
leading to the hyperbolic dispersion. The amount of the
dislocation decreases with the decreasing θ. This state-
ment is corroborated by comparing the unfolded energy
bands of tBLG with and without the interlayer interac-
tion: In both cases, the linear and the non-linear bands
emerge near EF.
More importantly, we have found that the unfolded
energy bands of tBLG exhibit the energy gap of about
a half eV at certain k points near the K along the lines
KΓ and KM (Fig. 5). The position of the gap decreases
from more than 1 eV for the θ = 9.43◦ to less than half
eV for the θ = 2.88◦. The energy gap in the spectral
function (the unfolded band) means that the particular
states labelled by k in the PBZ are strongly modified by
the super-periodicity, i.e., the Moire` pattern. We have
also found that the k point at which the gap opens comes
close to the K when θ decreases. The gap opening in-
evitably makes the dispersion flat in the vicinity, and
thus reduces the Fermi-level velocity as this gap-opening
k point comes close to the K point.
It is very informative to decompose the spectral func-
5FIG. 6. (Color online) Contribution from each graphene
monolayer to the spectral function of tBLG with θ = 5.09◦
unfolded to the red PBZ. The contribution from one mono-
layer corresponding to the red PBZ and the contribution from
the other monolayer corresponding to the blue PBZ are shown
in (a) and (b), respectively. The unfolded energy bands of the
tBLG having no interlayer interaction and the energy bands
of the AA-stacking BLG are shown by white dash-dotted and
white dotted lines, respectively.
tion (the unfolded band) into two components, i.e., the
contribution from each graphene monolayer in tBLG.
This decomposition is possible without any ambiguity be-
cause the summation in Eq. (10) runs over atom indexes
belonging to each monolayer. Figure 6 shows such de-
composition of the spectral function (the unfolded band)
of tBLG with the twisted angle of θ = 5.09◦ unfolded to
the red PBZ. As clearly seen, the spectral weight of the
Dirac cone at K point comes from one of the monolayer
corresponding to the red PBZ, while the energy bands
with the hyperbolic dispersion is attributed to the Dirac
cone from the other monolayer corresponding to the blue
PBZ as mentioned in the previous paragraph. Interest-
ingly, we have found that the k positions at which the
energy gap opens exhibit strong layer dependence: The
energy gap opens at Kb and Kc points in the contribution
from the layer corresponding to the red PBZ, whereas it
does at Ka, Kb and Kd points in the contribution from
the layer corresponding to the blue PBZ. The origin of
the gap opening and this layer dependence will be eluci-
dated below.
B. Reciprocal-space resolved Dirac-cone
interaction
We are now in a position to clarify the microscopic
reason for the gap opening described in the preceding
subsection and the consequent reduction of the Fermi
velocity in tBLG with small twisted angle. Suppose one
KSC point labelled as K
α
SC and another labelled as K
β
SC
in SBZ and the line connecting these twoKSC points [Fig.
7(a)]. We also label adjacent KSC point as K
γ
SC. When
we unfold this line to the vicinity of the three K points
and three K ′ points in the PBZs [labelled as Kl(l = 1−6)
in Fig. 7(a) ], the generated six lines are inequivalent to
each other in the PBZs.
Figure 7(b) shows the calculated energy bands along
the KαSC- K
β
SC line in the SBZ. The Dirac cone folded
from the PBZ is observed at both KαSC and K
β
SC points.
We now unfold these energy bands to the vicinity of the
K4 point [Fig. 7(c)] and the K6 point [Fig. 7(d)] in the
PBZ. We have found that the Dirac cone around KαSC has
the spectral weight solely from the K4 point in the red
PBZ (labelled as Kα4 ): The vanishing spectrum weight
from the K6 point is shown in Fig. 7(d) (The unfolded
energy bands around other Kl points are not shown).
This is a consequence that other point unfolded fromKαSC
to the vicinity of Kl ( l = 1, 2, 3, 5 or 6) point is dislodged
from the Kl point of the red PBZ [Fig.7(a)] and thus
corresponding energy is far from EF. It is noteworthy
that the K5 point in the blue PBZ has the spectral weight
to the Dirac cone aroundKαSC. Moving fromK
α
SC toK
β
SC,
the spectral weight in the low energy region (about 0.3 eV
from EF) becomes small in the vicinity of K4 point and in
turn increases in the vicinity of the K6 point. [Figs. 7(c)
and(d)]. This is a consequence of a fact that the Dirac
cones at the K6 points in red PBZ and the blue PBZ
are folded on the KβSC and the K
γ
SC points, respectively
and thus contribute to the low-energy spectrum on the
KαSC- K
β
SC line. Finally around K
β
SC point, the Dirac
cone comes solely from Kβ6 point in red PBZ (and K
β
1
point in the blue PBZ).
The unfolded energy bands show the energy gap
around 0.3 eV below and above EF at the point Ke in
the vicinity of the K4 point [Fig. 7(c)] and at the points
Ke and Kf in the vicinity of the K6 point [Fig. 7(d)].
We have found that the points Ke and Kf are the in-
tersections of the line KαSC - K
β
SC and the perpendicular
bisectors of sides of the hexagonal SBZ, as shown in Fig.
7(e). By examining relative arrangements of SBZs and
PBZs shown in Fig. 7(a), it becomes clear that the Dirac
cone located at KγSC has the spectral weight from the
Dirac cones at K5 in the red PBZ and at K6 in the blue
BZ, as is explained above for the cases of KαSC and K
β
SC.
Therefore, along the line KαSC - K
β
SC, the Dirac cones
folded to KαSC and those folded to K
γ
SC interact to each
other strongly at the point Ke since all the four linear
bands has the same energy at Ke. This is the reason for
the gap opening. Similarly, the interactions among the
Dirac cones folded on KβSC and on K
γ
SC causes the gap
opening at the Kf point.
Figure 8 shows the twisted-angle dependence of the
Ke and Kf positions. We plot the distance between Ke
or Kf and K
α
SC, along with the side length of SBZ. As
is clearly shown, the size of the SBZ and the distances
for Ke and Kf exhibit linear relation with respect to the
twisted angle. This behavior clearly means that positions
at which the energy gaps open are unchanged relative to
SBZ size. This result strongly corroborates our state-
ment that the gap opening takes place at the intersec-
tions with the perpendicular bisectors, thus being caused
by the reciprocal-space interactions of Dirac cones.
This reciprocal-space resolved interaction between
6FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Arrangements of the supercell Brillouin zone (SBZ) and the primitive BZs (PBZs) with several K
and K′ points. Black dots depict KSC and K′SC points at the corners of SBZs and the red and blue PBZs twisted to each other
are shown by red and blue lines, respectively. The K and K′ points of the PBZs are labeled as Kl ( l = 1 – 6 ) as in the central
figure. The enlargements near the K4 and the K6 are also shown. The symmetry lines discussed in the text are shown by black
arrows. (b) Energy bands along the symmetry line depicted by the black arrow in SBZ. (c) and (d): The spectral functions
along the same symmetry lines which are unfolded near the region of the K4 point (c) and the region of the K6 point (d). (e)
Dirac cones at K4 and K6 points in red and blue PBZs folded in the SBZ. The Ke and Kf points lie on the perpendicular
bisector of each two Dirac cones.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Variation of the energy gap points
Ke (blue square) and Kf (red triangle) as a funciton of the
twisted angle in tBLG. The plotted are the distances ∆k of
those points from the symmetry point KαSC (see text). The
side lengths of the supercell BZ (SBZ) are also shown by black
circles.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Supercell Brillouin zone (SBZ) near
the K4 point in Fig. 7 (a). The symmetry lines KM and KΓ
along which the unfolded bands are calculated in Fig. 6 are
shown by (red) dashed lines.
7TABLE I. Calculated energy gaps of tBLGs with several
twisted angles θ in the valence-band region (subscript v) with
using the interlayer interaction (subscript inter) and the total
Hamiltonian at the Ke and the Kf points in unit of eV.
Ke Kf
θ ∆Ev ∆E
inter
v ∆Ec ∆E
inter
c ∆Ev ∆E
inter
v ∆Ec ∆E
inter
c
2.88◦ 0.080 0.059 0.270 0.122 0.314 0.164 0.094 0.077
3.89◦ 0.084 0.059 0.289 0.247 0.334 0.246 0.100 0.087
5.09◦ 0.088 0.063 0.290 0.269 0.358 0.312 0.105 0.096
9.43◦ 0.094 0.067 0.273 0.266 0.414 0.395 0.110 0.106
Dirac cones also elucidates the layer dependence of the
gap-opening position shown in Fig. 6 of the preceding
subsection. Figure 9 shows the SBZ in the unfolded re-
gion near the K4 point in the PBZ. The symmetry lines
KM and KΓ along which the unfolded bands in Fig. 6
are calculated are also shown. From Fig. 7 (a), it is clear
that the Dirac cone at KαSC is folded from the cones at
K4 in the red PBZ and K5 in the blue PBZ. Similarly,
the cones at KγSC are from the cones at K6 in the blue
PBZ and K5 in the red PBZ. Other K points in Fig. 9,
i.e., KδSC and K

SC, are from those at K4 in the blue PBZ
and K3 in the red PBZ and from those at K2 in the red
PBZ and K3 in the blue PBZ, respectively.
We first focus the contribution from the monolayer cor-
responding to the red PBZ [Fig. 6(a)]. At the K point
(i.e., Kα4 ) the unfolded bands exhibit a Dirac cone at EF
originating from the cone at K4 in the red PBZ. Mov-
ing from K to M , this cone interacts with another cone
at KδSC (i.e., the cone at K4 in blue PBZ) and opens
a gap at the Kb point which is the intersection of the
KM line and the perpendicular bisector. Moving fur-
ther from Ke point, the spectral weight is shifted to the
higher energy region and no appreciable cone-cone inter-
action exist. Along the KΓ line, the cone at Kα4 start
to interact with the cone at KγSC and opens a gap at
the intersection Kc. Moving further to Γ, the spectral
weight in the low-energy region diminishes and thus no
appreciable cone-cone interaction exist.
We next consider the contribution from the monolayer
corresponding to the blue PBZ [Fig. 6(b)]. At the Kα4
point the unfolded bands show a gap. This is a gap be-
tween the upper and lower Dirac cone located at the KδSC
(i.e. the K4 in the blue PBZ). Moving from K to M , this
Dirac cone interacts with the cone at Kα4 and opens a gap
at the intersection Kb. Moving further from Kb, the cone
at KδSC then interacts with the cone at K

SC and opens a
gap at the intersection Ka. Along the KΓ line, the Dirac
cone at the K4 in the blue PBZ produces the spectral
weight in rather higher energy region and no appreciable
interaction with the cones near the KΓ line exist. How-
ever, in the higher energy region around 1 eV, this cone
interacts with the corn located at KSC and opens a gap
at Kd which is the intersection of the KΓ line and the
perpendicular bisector.
Another interesting feature in the unfolded energy
bands [Figs. 7(c) and (d)] is that the obtained energy
gaps are different between the valence and the conduc-
tion bands To elucidate this feature, we decompose the
Hamiltonian of tBLG into the diagonal and off-diagonal
parts;
H =
(
HU HLU
HUL HL
)
= H0 + V =
(
HU 0
0 HL
)
+
(
0 HLU
HUL 0
)
.
where HU is the Hamiltonian of one of the two
graphene monolayer (the upper layer Hamiltonian), HL
the Hamiltonian of the other layer (the lower layer Hamil-
tonian), and HUL and HLU interlayer interaction. This
decomposition is carried out unambiguously in the tight
binding model. The interlayer-interaction energy of I-
th band, EinterI , is defined as E
inter
I = 〈ΨI |V |ΨI〉 us-
ing the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, ΨI . The total
Hamiltonian energy of I-th band EI is also defined as
EI = 〈ΨI |H|ΨI〉. Then we take the upper band and the
lower band at the energy gap and calculate the difference
in the interlayer interaction energy ∆Einter and the to-
tal Hamiltonian energy ∆E. Then ∆E corresponds to
the energy gap in the unfolded energy bands. We calcu-
late those values for the conduction-band region, ∆Einterc
and ∆Ec, and for the valence-band region, ∆E
inter
v and
∆Ev, at the Ke and Kf points. Table I shows calculated
∆Einterc , ∆Ec, ∆E
inter
v and ∆Ev of tBLGs for several
twisted angles θ. We have found that the twisted-angle
dependence of each quantity is relatively small. We have
also found that the contribution from the interlayer in-
teraction to the energy gap is substantially large about
more than 70%. Interaction between the Dirac cones
from adjacent layers is important for understanding of
the energy gap obtained in the present calculation.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have calculated the energy spectrum of electrons in
twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) by the band-unfolding
method in the tight-binding model and clarified the dras-
tic modulation of the electronic structure, in particular
the band-gap opening at special k points and the re-
sulting electron-velocity reduction at the Fermi level, in
the tBLG with small twisted angles. The tBLGs with
small twisted angles are accompanied with Moire` pat-
tern which produces particular super-periodicities. Our
calculated unfolded bands, i.e., the spectral function in
terms of the Bloch functions of the primitive Brillouin
zone in each graphene monolayer, clarifies that Dirac
cones of each monolayer twisted to each other interact
at some particular points in the reciprocal space due
to the Moire`-induced super-periodicity and thus opens
a gap at the points. We have clarified that the particular
points where the cone-cone interaction becomes impor-
tant is determined by the geometrical arrangements of
8the two graphene monolayers twisted to each other. We
have unequivocally shown that the gap-opening points
become close to the K points with decreasing the twisted
angle and thus the Fermi-level velocity decreases drasti-
cally with the decreasing the twisted angle. When the
two layers are not twisted to each other, this cone-cone
interaction disappears suddenly and the drastic modula-
tion of the electronic structure also disappears.
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